
  

ANNUAL PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE REVIEW (APPR)
TEACHER OBSERVATION REPORT

Teacher Name: Tonian Tesoriero Teacher ID: 1590058

School Year: 2019-2020 School Name/DBN: 
75K753-P.S. K753 - School for Career 
Development

CLASSROOM OBSERVATION (OBS):
In each observation, all components for which there is observed evidence must be rated. Each form must 
contain lesson-specific evidence for each of the components observed during a classroom observation.

This observation was: (check one)

   Formal Observation (full period)    Informal Observation (15 minutes minimum)

Date of Observation: 02/11/2020 Time/Period: 6th Period

Component Ratings 

1a (obs): Demonstrating knowledge of content and pedagogy 
Aveyron STEAM Academy's Advanced Literacy focus is Core Vocabulary.  There 
was no evidence of you using the core vocabulary in your lesson plan or in the 
implementation of the lesson.

2- Developing

1e (obs): Designing coherent instruction 
Your lesson plan did not include an exit ticket or "wrap-up" assessment.  While the 
students were actively engaged in the lesson, there was no high-level thinking 
involved, only recognition skills (point to the acute angle).  Your lesson design was 
mostly whole group instruction with a group activity at the end.  The TEACCH 
methodology should include a brief whole group mini-lesson, 1:1 groups and 
independent work.  While you provided a 10 minute cool-down after lunch, when I 
left the classroom after an hour you still had not wrapped up the lesson.  

2- Developing

2a: Creating an environment of respect and rapport
Your body language and tone during the lesson was respectful.  You were fair to 
all students in that you called on each one at some point in the lesson, and gave 
each student attention and positive feedback.  IEP goals were posted in the room 
and you had a PBIS strategy in place (stars).

3- Effective

2d: Managing student behavior
Most of the students behaved appropriately.  You had classroom rules posted and 
you were keenly aware of Jayden's behavior.  At one point his 1:1 para was told, 
"Move back if he is grabbing at you."  You used what Jayden likes (pipe cleaners) 
to motivate him to complete his work.  You used strategies from his Behavior 
Intervention Plan (taking a walk/break).  You had a reward system in place for your 
students involving stars, and gave them out frequently as students demonstrated 

3- Effective
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positive behavior.

3b: Using questioning and discussion techniques
You asked a variety of questions that were rigorous for your students including, 
"What picture shows an angle?", "Do you remember how we read and share our 
questions?", "Who got the answer, raise your hand?", "What type of angle is this?", 
and "What kind of angle am I making?"  Marvell used his communication device to 
answer questions during the lesson.  You gave appropriate "think time" for the 
students before moving on to another question/task.

3- Effective

3c: Engaging students in learning
The students were not intellectually engaged in the lesson on acute, right and 
obtuse angles.  while the activities were aligned with the goals of the lesson, the 
rigor for most of the students was lacking.  For instance, all students did well 
recognizing the angles, their was no variation.  You did not introduce degrees and 
how many degrees is in a right angle.  There was an attempt at peer-to-peer 
discussion when you gave one of the students a pre-made question to ask a peer.  
Make sure you model how peer-to-peer discussions should look, and continue to 
use pre-made sentence starters and questions to spur the students to discussion.  
All resources needed for the lesson were ready for use, but involved the students 
cutting, which was time consuming. This added to the length of the lesson, which 
was already too long.

2- Developing

3d: Using assessment in instruction
You began the math lesson with a Do Now activity where students were asked, 
"What picture shows an angle?" The students made a choice between a slice of 
pizza and a water bottle.  You paid close attention to evidence of student 
understanding.  For example, you monitored the entire class by asking specific 
questions tailored for each student.  You had the students give a "thumbs up" if 
they understood what you were asking them to do.  You also asked the students to 
raise their hands if they understood what you were modeling for them (a right 
angle out of straws).  At one point during the lesson you had the students raise 
their hands if they agreed with Aveon and Patrick (they had chosen the picture of 
the pizza slice).  Students were also asked to show their angles to you as you 
walked around the room.

3- Effective

4e (obs): Growing and developing professionally N/A
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Teacher ID 1590058 Teacher Name Tonian Tesoriero

ASSESSMENT OF PREPARATION AND PROFESSIONALISM (P&P):

In this section of the form, evaluators should rate evidence for components 1a, 1e, and 4e that was 
observed within fifteen (15) school days prior to the classroom observation as part of an assessment 
of a teacher’s preparation and professionalism. Each form must contain teacher-specific evidence 
for each of the components observed.

Component Ratings

1a (p&p): Demonstrating knowledge of content and pedagogy
While your lesson plan reflected important concepts of the lesson such as acute 
angle, right angle and obtuse angle, there was no review of prerequisite skills.  
Students need to understand and recognize what a line and line segment are 
before them can understand angles.  There was no mention of a right angle being 
90 degrees, an acute angle being less than 90 degrees or that an obtuse angle is 
greater than 90 degrees.  Students should be exposed to all the content, even if 
that is not the focus of the lesson.  While you did give examples of what a right 
angle  looks like, you did not anticipate the misconception that a 90 degree angle 
always in an L shape.

2- Developing

1e (p&p): Designing coherent instruction
You had an essential question in your lesson plan and had one of the students 
read it aloud at the start of the lesson.  Your learning activities were aligned to the 
lesson objective, and you infused technology (a video and song about the types of 
angles) into the lesson.  While you did use academic vocabulary such as acute, 
right and obtuse angles, they were not in your lesson plan or on your Word Wall.  
There was no evidence of behavioral data collection on any of the students with a 
1:1 paraprofessional, or academic progress monitoring of IEP goals.

2- Developing

4e (p&p): Growing and developing professionally N/A

Additional Evaluator Notes (please attach more pages, as necessary):
Next
Steps:

1.  As part of our Instructional Leadership Framework instructional priority of getting to know our students 
well, I would suggest you take a picture of the water bottle and pipe cleaners and place on a "First/Then" 
board on Jayden's desk.  This would allow him to "see" what he is working for.  Create a "break" card to 
place
on
Jayden's
desk
when
his
timer
goes
off.

This
would
signify,
visually,
that
it
is
time
for
his
break.

2.  Ensure that the academic vocabulary is posted on your Word Wall, and have the students refer back to 
word wall during the lesson.  This will help the students understand the vocabulary words instead of just 
recognizing
them.

I
would
suggest
using
real
objects
in
addition
to
words
and
pictures
on
the
Word
Wall.

3.

Core
vocabulary
should
be
infused
in
your
lesson
plan
and
in
your
lesson.

4.  Ensure your students are referring to their schedules throughout the day.  For example, when they 
transitioned
from
quiet
time
to
work
time
they
did
not
check
their
schedule.



5.  One-to-one paraprofessionals should be taking data on behavior.  See Mr. Magharious for a data 
collection
sheet.

6.  I would like for you to meet with Mr. Tortorella at Aveyron Academy to see his classroom set-up and how 
he
incorporates
the
TEACCH
methodology.
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Teacher's  signature: Date
(I have read and received a copy of the above and understand that a copy will be placed in my file.)

Evaluator's name (print): Laura Wynn 

Evaluator's signature: Date
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